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Background
In 2010 Vox United purchased a bush-ready
Land Cruiser L70 Series to help us address
Africa’s clean water crisis. The L70 is currently
used as Vox’s main work vehicle; transporting
parts, housing strategic work teams and installing
sustainable, clean water access points in
Mozambique, South Africa and Botswana.
For the last 3 years, Vox has used the vehicle
to service over 100,000 people.
The need for sustainable, clean water is great
and the solution achievable. Vox has committed
to reaching 250,000 people in Africa with
sustainable, clean water over the next 3 years.
In order for us to accomplish our goal, we need to
increase our capacity. Our current equipment will
not support the amount of work that needs to get
done. To ensure success, we need to secure
dependable equipment that will allow us to
minimize repairs and maximize work.

The Solution
The Mercedes U1300 Unimog is the
quintessential vehicle for the mission. It is
utilized by the UN, military and fire departments
in developing countries where roads are substandard or nonexistent. It has a 4-ton payload,
powerful diesel engine, and state-of-the-art offroad suspension. The U1300 is purpose-built,
reliable, self-contained and will take our gear,
parts and people wherever we need to go –
especially remote, off-the-grid villages
that are next to impossible to reach.

The Plan
Vox United has identified a U1300 Unimog from
Unimog Centers in New Hampshire. The vehicle
was previously set up for bush navigation and
driven round-trip across Africa. The Unimog will
be purchased and brought to Holland, Michigan
where Vox will collaborate with partner
businesses to customize and outfit. Once the
vehicle is complete and has been tested, it will
be shipped to Mozambique where it will be
registered in country and begin its tour of duty.

Customizations & Logistics
• Increase cab capacity for up to 10 people
• Add lockable storage for luggage, gear, food,
water and tools
• Fabricate a custom roof rack to store long rods,
pipes and surplus gear
• Publish a comprehensive user’s manual
complete with schematics, diagrams, overview
and maintenance schedules
• Build work attachments (lifting rig, work
platforms, etc.)
• Secure a drilling attachment to capitalize on
PTO capabilities
• Secure and outfit the truck with proper tools
(welder, generator, inverters) to ensure
self-containment
• Vehicle orientation and training for work teams

Total Cost = $52,000
• $27,000 initial capital funding for Unimog
purchase
• Additional $25,000 to finance the following:
• Unimog delivery to Holland, MI
• Work space and equipment in Holland
• Engineers to design and specify portions of
the project
• Paint and labor
• Graphics for finished truck
• Generator, grinders and extension cords
• On board welder and welding supplies
• Air compressor, air hose and air tools
• Diesel consultant
• Hand tools and tool box
• Recovery gear
• Raw materials (steel, wire, etc.)
• Interior parts (seats, gauges, etc.)
• Jerry cans to store extra fuel
• Water container for on board water supply
• Camping gear (stove, dishes, tents, ax)
• International shipping and customs costs
• Airfare for Unimog Centers consultant
• Radio and speakers
• GPS unit
• Power inverter
• Bench vise
• Heavy duty drawer slide and organizer totes
• AT tires
• Work lights (portable & truck mounted)
• Auxiliary batteries
• Safe for money and passports
• Hi-Lift jack and bottle jack
• Ladder
• Canopy

Luggage gear
compartment

Custom roof rack
for rods & spare parts
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up to 10 passengers
Aerial work platform
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Mounts for HYD PTO
drilling attachments
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Heavy duty diesel
drive train
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navigate bush terrain

Military grade tires
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July - August

August - October

Identify mog sponsors and
complete initial purchase

Design components and
secure remaining resources

October - January
Begin build work and
assembly process

January - April

May - June

Test, train, tour and finalize
operations manual

Ship truck and deploy for
Well Repair Safari 2013

Sustainable
Clean Water

Over 1 billion people lack access to clean, safe
water. Water born illnesses are the 2nd leading
cause of death. Every 15 seconds a child dies
from a water-related disease. More than
80 percent of the world’s diseases can be
attributed to unsafe water sources, sanitation
and hygiene. In developing nations, women
and children can walk up to 4 hours each day
to collect water that is likely to make them sick.

Since 2009, Vox has been addressing Africa’s
water crisis through new well installation, well
repair, water filtration, well mechanic training,
and health & sanitation education. To date, Vox
has provided over 115,000 people with access
to sustainable, clean water in South Africa,
Mozambique, Botswana and Tanzania.
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